簽發日期 Issuing Date :

證書編號 Certificate Number： HL No. 019a

2021 年 06 月 17 日

DIMENSIONS: 20.6cm (Width) 21.8cm (Depth) 35 (Height)
NAME:

尺寸規格：闊 20.6cm 深 21.8cm 高 35cm
名稱：青花貼金谷盯荷花蓮花紋梅瓶

Gilded Blue-and-White Prunus Vase with Grain-Seed and Lotus
Patterns

Brief Description of HL No. 019a
This item has a short neck that transitions to broad shoulders, a slender body and a short, rounded foot. Its rim is small and folded. The piece features a high profile, a texture that’s thick and hard, and a smooth glaze of blue and white. The shoulders
are lavishly embellished with patterns of jewelry and entangled lotus branches. The grain-seed pattern is well arranged. The boy, the dual circles of the rim, and the foot are gilded. The remainder of the vase is rendered in a thick blue-and-white glaze
that carries a soft gleam. The verdant color, too, is gorgeous and penetrating, like a timeless painting.
Market price:
USD 19,400-25,900

產品簡述： HL No. 019a

本拍品小口折沿，短頸廣肩，腹部瘦長，弧線內收，矮圈足。整器俊秀挺拔，胎質厚重堅致，釉質溫潤泛青。瓶體肩部飾雜寶、纏枝蓮紋一週，谷盯紋佈局疏朗。瓶身圓周及瓶口下兩圈及圈足等均貼金。
本梅瓶身其他部分施青白釉，釉面肥厚，瑩潤閃青，青花之色，蒼翠妍麗，深入胎骨，兼有丹青之妙。
值得收藏的時代藝術精品。
市場價格：
USD 19,400-25,900元

2021.06.17

簽發日期 Issuing Date :

證書編號 Certificate Number： HL No. 019b

2021 年 06 月 17 日

DIMENSIONS: 20.6cm (Width) 22.1cm (Depth) 35 (Height)
NAME:

尺寸規格：闊 20.6cm 深 22.1cm 高 35cm
名稱：青花貼金谷盯荷花蓮花紋梅瓶

Gilded Blue-and-White Prunus Vase with Grain-Seed and Lotus
Patterns

Brief Description of HL No. 019b
This item has a short neck that transitions to broad shoulders, a slender body and a short, rounded foot. Its rim is small and folded. The piece features a high profile, a texture that’s thick and hard, and a smooth glaze of blue and white. The shoulders
are lavishly embellished with patterns of jewelry and entangled lotus branches. The grain-seed pattern is well arranged. The boy, the dual circles of the rim, and the foot are gilded. The remainder of the vase is rendered in a thick blue-and-white glaze
that carries a soft gleam. The verdant color, too, is gorgeous and penetrating, like a timeless painting.
Market price:
USD 19,400-25,900

產品簡述： HL No. 019b

本拍品小口折沿，短頸廣肩，腹部瘦長，弧線內收，矮圈足。整器俊秀挺拔，胎質厚重堅致，釉質溫潤泛青。瓶體肩部飾雜寶、纏枝蓮紋一週，谷盯紋佈局疏朗。瓶身圓周及瓶口下兩圈及圈足等均貼金。
本梅瓶身其他部分施青白釉，釉面肥厚，瑩潤閃青，青花之色，蒼翠妍麗，深入胎骨，兼有丹青之妙。
值得收藏的時代藝術精品。
市場價格：
USD 19,400-25,900元

2021.06.17

